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how has the geography of the west shaped who we are



This is where you will help your reader understand “What is Geography?” One of 
your Building Knowledge keystones that helps you explain your answer to the 
Driving Question. 
 
This should include your graphics and representation of your understanding of 
the Five Themes of Geography. It will probably cover 2 - 3 pages depending on 
how you lay it out. 
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The Last Spike  

The last spike 
Reflection 1: The Last Spike Photo  
 
1. Though one of the five themes of geography this one would be place because this literally can’t 
be replicated any were else unless they billed another rode that take one hundred years. 
 
2. This is now a very social place because over the years it has become more popular because of 
its historical significance. 
 
3. i actually had a really good time here and that was very unexpected because there is very little 
to do there since it is mostly just a picture a photo opportunity and a gift shop but i also helped 
one of my friend film there and i had a really good time doing it. 



Rogers Pass  

Reflection 2: Rogers Pass  
 
1.This would be a human environmental interaction be because at this museum it shows us that in 
Alberta they built the train tracks and they also built a animal crossing over almost all of their highways 
its like a little hill for the animals so they don’t need to go on to the road   
 
2. I say that they should absolutely make this a world wide  thing its a really smart idea that should be 
heard  
 
3. In the rogers pass  museum i got to inter view one of the employes there and they were really nice 
to me and my friends, i would recommend combing to the museum because they also have a old 
canon that they used to use for blasting snow on the mountains so there wouldn’t be an avalanche. 
 
I also really like the mountain goats they had on display 



Cave and basin Reflection 3: Cave and Basin National Historic Site  
 
1.  In the five themes of geography this one would display the theme of region because the natural hot 
spring are exclusive to this part of Alberta also I’ve never been to one and i thought that it was supper 
cool   
 
2. This is now a really social place and it was since the 1900 because there used to be a resort at the 
cave and basin and a swimming pool with lots of visitors one of my teachers went there before they 
government had to shut it down to make it in to make it in to a national park but then they moved the 
hot spring in to a near by pool  
 
3. I loved going to the hot springs with all of my friends i had a really good time and we got to see an 
endangered species of snail min the original cave hot spring but it smelled like hard boiled eggs, ew. 



Lake Minnewanka 

Reflection 5: Lake Minnewanka Boat Cruise  
 
1.In the five themes of geography this one would be region because in this zone the all of the trees in 
this picture are all connected by there roots to the mother tree and that is what makes it unique to this 
area 
 
2. What made and makes the West by how this photograph represents the physical environment 
influencing the nature of political, social, and economics in the West.  
 
3. I loved coming to this lake and i was so lucky to be able to see the huge group of tree or “one big 
tree”  



Columbia ice fields 

Reflection 6: The Columbia Ice Field  
 
1. In the five themes of geography 
this would be a place that is not able 
to happen any were else and soon 
there wont be any ice fields by the 
year 2100  its sad  
 
2. This would be a social thing 
because of all of the people that 
come on to the ice they bring rocks 
usually dark rocks that heat up do to 
the sun blaring on them so they heat 
up and start to melt the ice and that 
is why the ice is melting also global 
warming is also heating up the ice  
 
3.I think this is very serious and i 
might not be able to go there or no 
one can bother soon because of this 
i might not be able to show my kids 
that i might have     
 



Lake Louise  
Reflection 7: Lake Louise  
 
1. I would say this wouldn’t be able to be replicated any were else because of the beautiful colour of 
the water   
 
2. This is a very social place now just because there is now a resort at lake Louise and because of that 
people now mostly come to lake Luise to take a boat and they go out o the lake just to take a picture 
for there insta gram or face book 
 
3.I personally think that because they have now put a place to rent boats that they kind of ruined the 
view because in very picture that i took there is always on or two boats 



 Golden Skybridge 

Reflection 8: The Golden Skybridge  
 
1. Though the five themes of geography the theme would be human environment interaction because 
even tho this is more of like a fun little place were you go zip lining rock climbing and down hill cart 
things the still needed a way to get across the canyon gap in between the place so they built two 
massive bridges to connect the gap  
 
2. This is now a very social place because people now like to post how much fun they had in the 
amusement park  
 
3.I had a blast at the golden sky bridge and i loved going on the mountain coaster it was my favourite 
part  
 
 They didn’t sponsor my book



Revelstoke Railway Museum  

Reflection 9: The Revelstoke Railway Museum  
 
1. This image shows human environment interaction because it shows that to get to the other side 
with a train we built a bridge to get across  
 
2. The contribution of this event help shape the idea for more people to use the bridge   of more 
people starting to us trains  
 
3. Your own connection and interpretation of the place the photo represents  
 



My interviews 
Silent video that i made in Alberta 
lots of fun making it with friends 



A video of what inspire the awesome 
author of this excellent book, LoganM


